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WHAT it is and what it does

PLECTERE creates calm, comfort and tactility while improving
acoustic quality in interior spaces. It is a piece of work made from 
woolen felt strips that can be used as a partition wall 
or room divider. PLECTERE improves the experience of the
space through its excellent acoustic mitigating characteristics.
The work is characterized by a visually attractive 3D structure
with an intriguing, repeating pattern. PLECTERE exhibits a
remarkable effective acoustic function by weaving the felt into a
3D structure. The transparency of PLECTERE allows the user to
demarcate spaces without hermetically sealing them off.

PLECTERE can be delivered as a partition wall, in a wooden
frame or can be manufactured as a 3D object. When
PLECTERE is hanged in front of a glass wall with a spatial 
cavity, it absorbs both high and low frequency sound waves.

PLECTERE acoustic room dividers embody a new application
for the venerable material felt: the result is design innovation
for the material and its applied technique.



FOR whom what and where

Nowadays we ask a lot of our employees, and this calls for a 
pleasant and efficient work environment. Acoustics and ambiance 
play an important part in this. 

PLECTERE introduces texture and warmth to office spaces, 
dampens sounds through its excellent acoustic properties and 
contributes to better employee focus and concentration. Through 
more privacy, pleasant acoustics, comfort and tactility on the work 
floor, employees perform better. 
PLECTERE can be introduced early on in the design process as 
semi-transparent space dividers to delineate different work areas. 
PLECTERE can also be applied to existing workspaces to specify 
work areas while providing more privacy and peace. It is easily 
relocated, so it can grow with the demands of the spatial 
environment. 

PLECTERE offers a solution for spaces where acoustic improvement 
and more tactility is desired.  





aline hanging

PLECTERE aline, the standard PLECTERE, hangs beautifully straight, 
and very firmly with standard tubing affixed to the bottom and to 
the top. PLECTERE is delivered with thin steel cables with cable 
clamps for easy installation.

Available standard sizes: 
Size ± 125cm(b) x ± 175cm(l)             Size ± 160cm x ± 200cm 
Size ± 125 cm x ± 200cm                    Size ± 200cm x ± 200cm
Size ± 125 cm x ± 250cm                    Size ± 200cm x ± 300cm

 
Customization is possible, and different sizes are available on
request. The maximum height of PLECTERE is 335cm. There is no
limit as to the width. Because PLECTERE is a handmade product,
there are always small deviations in size. For the standard
PLECTERE, there is a margin of ± 5 to 10cm on all sides.
 
Colours: 
Can be chosen from our colour chart.
Ecru mélange is deliverable within 7 weeks.
Other colours 7-12 weeks.
Custom colours are also available.

Minimum order:
PLECTERE in ecru mélange is available per piece. 
Other colours on request. 
 
Weight: ± 2-3kg m2



f r a m e hanging

Available sizes in soap finished Ash wood frames:
Size 125cm (b) x 175cm (l) 

Custom sizes available on request.
 
Colours: 
Colours can be chosen from our colour chart.
Ecru mélange is deliverable within 7 weeks.
Other colours 7-12 weeks.
Custom colours are also available.

Minimum order:
PLECTERE in ecru mélange is available per piece. 
Other colours on request. 

Weight: ± 4-5kg m2



f r a m e stand alone DUO TONE color

Available sizes in soap finished Ash wood frames:
Size 125cm (b) x 175cm (l) + supports (legs) = 200cm length
 
Colours: 
Can be chosen from our colour chart.
Ecru mélange is deliverable within 7 weeks.
Other colours 7-12 weeks.
Custom colours are also available.

Minimum order:
PLECTERE in ecru mélange is available per piece.
PLECTERE Duo-Tone on request. 

Weight: ± 4-5kg m2



curve hanging

PLECTERE behaves like a knitted fabric. Due to its flexibility, it can 
be used in a round tube form, or in a more organic shape with a 
meandering form. The balance between form and function can be 
choosen depending on location. 

PLECTERE curve is a quarter of a circle ( diameter 180 cm) which 
can be extended at both ends up to the desired width.

Customization is possible on request. 
The maximum height of PLECTERE is 335cm. There is no limit 
as to the width. Because PLECTERE is a handmade product,
there can be small deviations in size. 
There is a margin of ± 5 to10 cm on all sides.
 
Colours: 
Can be chosen from our colour chart.
Ecru mélange is deliverable within 7 weeks.
Other colours 7-12 weeks.
Custom colours are also available.

Minimum order:
PLECTERE in ecru mélange is available per piece. 
Other colours on request. 
 
Weight: ± 2-3kg m2



light tube

PLECTERE light tube combines two properties: it improves the 
acoustics and it emits light. The tube is equipped with 2x3 large  
dimmable LED bulbes, emitting warm light (310 lumen at 2100K).

The size of the PLECTERE light tube can be adjusted to fulfill the 
need for acoustic improvement. The lengh of the tube can be varied 
between 140 and 335 cm. There is no limit to the diameter of the 
tube. This range of sizes enables a variety of applications for the 
PLECTERE light tube: decorate your entrance hall, enlighten your 
atrium or staircase, bring the warmth, light and tactility with the 
PLECTERE light tube and improve acoustics at the same time.  

Colours: 
Can be chosen from our colour chart.
Ecru mélange is deliverable within 7 weeks.
Other colours 7-12 weeks.
Custom colours are also available.

Minimum order:
PLECTERE in ecru mélange is available per piece. 
Other colours on request.  
 
Weight: ± 2-3kg m2



light disc

PLECTERE light disc combines two properties: it improves the 
acoustics and it emits light. The light disc comprises of a circular 
LED armature, encircled by a PLECTERE. The light disc comes with 
a dimmable LED strip, emitting a strong cool light. (maximum 7000 
Lumen at 4000K)

The PLECTERE light disc is the ideal object to shed light on your 
conference table, or it can stand out as an indidual object. Use the 
light disc to decorate your entrance hall, enlighten your atrium or 
staircase, bring light and tactility with the PLECTERE light disc and 
improve acoustics at the same time. 

The size of the PLECTERE light disc can be adjusted to fulfi ll 
the need for acoustic improvement. Customization is possible 
on request. 

Available standard sizes: 
Size ± 35 cm(h) x ±  75  cm Ø            
Size ± 35 cm(h) x ± 125 cm Ø
Size ± 35 cm(h) x ± 175 cm Ø

Colours: 
Can be chosen from our colour chart.
Custom colours are also available.

Minimum order:
Deliverable on request.  
 
Weight: ± 2-3kg m2



acoustic properties

The acoustic measurements on the PLECTERE were performed 
according to the DIN-EN-ISO 354.

The measurements revealed that the PLECTERE offers medium to 
high absorbance in the medium and high frequency range. 

Despite its transparancy, PLECTERE reduces disturbing high 
frequency noise from nearby working areas are by 25%. 
PLECTERE thereby improves the acoustical comfort considerably. 

The efficiency of PLECTERE to absorb sound is almost independent 
of the distance to the wall, leading to greater freedom for the interior 
designer. 



3D drawings

PLECTERE aline and curve 3D drawings are available in 6 length sizes:
±1750 mm  |  ±2000mm  |  ±2350mm  |  ±2750mm  |  ± 3050mm  |  ±3450mm

PLECTERE has no limit as to the width. 

PLECTERE curve is a quarter of a circle ( diameter 180 cm) which 
can be extended at both ends with one or more rows ( middle piece) 
up to the desired width. The side can be closed with an end piece 
left/ right).

Combinations can be made: 
PLECTERE curve 1750 (h) can be combined with PLECTERE aline 1750 (h).
PLECTERE curve 3050 (h) can be combined with PLECTERE aline 3050 (h).

There is always a margin of ± 5 to 10cm on all sides; PLECTERE is a 
handmade product.

PLEASE NEVER SCALE THE SIZE OF THE 3D DRAWINGS YOURSELF.
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3D drawings

PLECTERE light tube 3D drawings are available in 7 length sizes:
±1400mm  |  ±1750 mm  |  ±2000mm  |  ±2350mm  |  ±2750mm  |  ± 3050mm  |  ±3450mm
with a diameter of 500mm up till 2000mm.

PLECTERE light disc 3D drawings are available in 3 sizes:
± 350 mm(h) x ± 750 mm Ø   |  ± 350 mm(h) x ± 1250 mm Ø   |  ± 350 mm(h) x ± 1750 mm Ø

There is always a margin of ± 5 to 10cm on all sides; PLECTERE is 
a handmade product.

PLEASE NEVER SCALE THE SIZE OF THE 3D DRAWINGS YOURSELF.
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installation instructions

PLECTERE standard is easy to install. It is delivered rolled up with
steel cables attached to the tube. Unpack PLECTERE, install 2 or 3 
hooks in the ceiling, run the steel cables through and with the
self-clamping cable clamps, it is easy to raise and level PLECTERE.

PLECTERE frames without stands can be hanged on the ceiling as
desired. Placing PLECTERE frames in a rail in the ceiling creates
the possibility to slide the frames according to user needs.

mainanance instructions

An important advantage of wool is its anti-static nature: it repels 
dust. PLECTERE is therefoe low-maintance: cleaning with a 
featherduster once a month should be enough. 





HISTORY background

My desire to combine knitting techniques with exceptional materials
motivated me develop patterns with rattan. This created an 
interesting structure with unprecedented stability that I could not 
have previously realized with a knit object. This opened the way for 
the further development of a stable 3D knit structure.

I produced knit lace patterns from a yarn of 100% wool. After felting
the wool, a beautiful new 3D structure enabled us to apply it to
acoustic panels. This felt did not have the same stability as the
rattan, but was well on the way toward how PLECTERE was
to be made.

The original idea to make an oversized knit from rattan took years to
develop through partnerships with architects, landscape architects,
designers and various young students and trainees. By connecting
all these different points of view, we decided to finally use industrial
woolen felt.

PLECTERE is a local product.
The industrial felt is 100% bio based and is braided by hand from
beginning to end. The wooden frames in which PLECTERE is made
are of beautiful Ash wood. The wood frames and PLECTERE braided
pieces are sustainably produced in and around Amsterdam.
 

Petra Vonk
 








